Randy Chapel
PO Box 1050
Boulder Creek, CA 95006
randychapellegal@gmail.com
Sept 14, 2011
USPS, email and Fax
James A. Scharf (7010 0290 0002 1891 0297)
U.S. Attorney's Office
150 Almaden Blvd. Suite 900
San Jose, CA 95113
Fax: 408/535-5066

President Obama Fax: 202/456-2461
U.S. Attorney General Eric Holder (email)
Secretary Arne Duncan (email)
Acting General Counsel Phil Rosenfelt (email)
Inspector General Kathleen Tighe (email)

Re: FOIA lawsuit, Chapel v. US DOE, C 11 04344 PSG
Dear Mr. Scharf and my government:
This is in response to your email dated September 13, 2011 2:25:55 PM PDT that states:
“I am the Assistant United States Attorney assigned to the above-captioned action. You may recall that I
was also the Assistant United States Attorney who helped you and your prior counsel resolve your prior
FOIA action against the US DOE.
Assuming that you properly served the government on September 7, 2011, our response is due on October
7, 2011. However, I am involved with a 2-month trial that is set to begin on Monday. Would you be so
kind as to stipulate to allowing the government an additional 30 days to respond to the complaint to
and including November 7, 2011?
FYI, I understand the US DOE is working diligently on responding to your FOIA requests and my goal is
to provide you with responses to those requests before the government’s response to your complaint is due.
I look forward to working with you again.”
My answer to your request is stated below with overwhelming just cause that support my position and other points
to be noted later to the public including:
1.

John Hannon (prior counsel) and I filed a FOIA lawsuit in 2008, because the U.S. Department of Education
(hereafter “USDOE”) failed to timely produce materials to me upon request or failed to acknowledge with
specificity the requested records. Once the dirty USDE employee, Chuck Mula, was finally caught
willfully withholding requested records, “WE” made the choice to not continue my FOIA case and to put
our focus on Carol Nye-Wilson’s FOIA lawsuit Nye-Wilson v. Education, Department of, United States,
Margaret Spellings and Does 1 – 20 Hawaii District Court, Case No. 1:2008cv00498. You had no input
on any choice made between my counsel, Carol Nye-Wilson and me. Instead you proceeded to fight me in
hopes to throw out the case;

2.

I went to my Congresswoman, Anna Eshoo (D, CA-14), who advocated regarding the FOIA responses not
processed and being withheld from me by the USDOE. The USDOE ignored her. Others have gone to their
representatives concerning their FOIA requests that are the same as mine, and the USDOE also ignored
them;

3.

Chuck Mula.
a.

Chuck Mula of the Accreditation Agency Evaluation Unit (AAEU) continues to be dirty, and he was
caught red handed withholding requested records last month, which is a misdemeanor in California.
He was later forced by superiors to produce on Carol’s FOIA request;
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b.

Chuck Mula worked with senior staff and legal advisors for the General Counsel while he was
interfacing in secret meetings with NWCCU to advise NWCCU how to write and the content to
include for investigative reviews while he wrote and told us totally opposite information. No telling
what else he and others did that he continues to withhold;

c.

It was Carol’s very FOIA lawsuit, which Chuck Mula originally claimed all documents had been
produced, when in fact they had not been and the lawsuit continued. He then produced materials
detailing the scuttling of two lawsuits and cover up the Republican Margret Spellings administration’s
negligence of duty and malfeasance with taxpayer dollars to favor special interest groups against my
family and me. It is not reasonable to accept your goal for production, as your client has a history of
misrepresentations and obstructionism – most of which come from Chuck Mula;

4.

Repeatedly, Carol Nye-Wilson and I, with our attorneys of record repeatedly requested the USDOE to deal
with the errors and omissions committed by Chuck Mula and others within the Republican Margret
Spellings administration. The USDOE failed and refused to correct its errors. Now the damage to my life
is permanent and cannot be fixed;

5.

Repeatedly, I have gone to Arne Duncan and others within USDOE to find ways to resolve this. There has
been no answer, simply delays. If your client, the powerfullest government in the world, actually did care
to do right finally, it would have a long time ago and certainly it would be about resolving the FTCA
claims;

6.

I allege that there will certainly be no records for 11-01901-F: #28, 29, 30, 32, 56, 57, 58, 60, 61, 65, 66,
67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72,1 73, 74, 75, 76, 77, and 78. Since, as I allege, there will certainly be no records for
these numbers, it is questionable why the USDOE or your office requires thirty extra days to note the
obvious and certainly questionable why it has taken as long as it has thus far;

7.

These delays continue the gagged about the “fingering, kissing, and penis pastor,” which is against public
policy and the other fraud conducted by Western Seminary. Steve Korch, Lynn Ruark, Gary Tuck, Rob
Wiggins, Randy Roberts and Bert Downs deceived the USDOE, and their lies are the foundations upon
which Spellings, ATS, and NWCCU stood and to which the USDOE continues to refuse to turn over
documents concerning. I can tell you right now, because I was forced to publicly file the FOIA lawsuit,
others now know what has been going on and many more will know very soon;

8.

Let’s face it, the USDOE/Department of Justice still doesn’t know what to do with (1) education for
academic fraud cover up; (2) education for child molestation cover up; (3) education to cover up
government fraud and waste; and (4) education under threat of retaliation, among other things. It would
have been better if I had died last summer and certainly, putting me off helps the worlds most powerful
government to come up with a new game plan as to how to finally end me for refusing to go along with
waste, fraud, abuse and criminal activity, because your client has no intention of resolving the underlying
claims and issues;

9.

The USDOE is known to create false records and false paper trails—they have repeatedly done so and will
continue to do so. Thirty days gives the USDOE more time to attempt to weasel more problems against my
family and me. The USDOE has already taken numerous extensions in my FOIA requests, and in the
aggregated FOIA requests of my parents (No. 11-01217-F) well beyond what the statute allows. Several
other citizens have filed the exact same FOIA requests as mine, and although they were acknowledged with
numbers, the USDOE has made no effort to produce any records to them. There comes a point in time
when enough is enough, and that point has now been reached;

10. The Office of Inspector General warned the AAEU and the USDOE in the 2003 OIG Audit of AAEU that
its negligent conduct causes problems. Other third parties have seen and written that the accreditation is a

1

73 numbered twice in the FOIA complaint, but not in the request itself.
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failed system in America and the conduct of the Margret Spellings administration caused problems. I AM
the living embodiment of the damage resulting from those problems caused by the negligence of duty and
malfeasance by the Republican Margret Spellings administration that the USDOE refused to fix the
negligence and malfeasance the OIG identified in 2003. Your client – the government doesn’t care to do
the right thing, rather to hide what it has done and make sure no one finds out;
11. Game Playing. An administrative Federal Torts Claims Act (FTCA) case is in progress that your extension
request would interfere with. The FTCA requires timely case work and supporting documents on the part
of myself, Carol Nye-Wilson, and Dale Wilson to justify our current claims, to add new claims, and to
review the fraud, negligence of duty, and malfeasance by the USDOE to benefit special interest groups that
the USDOE helped with taxpayers’ money. We have now publicly named names in order to bring such
investigations to the attention of Office of the General Counsel for review and investigation, and to expose
what has happened and continues to happen. Some of our FOIA requests have no records and never could
have had records because in several instances the USDOE created false records and false paper trails
without any supporting documents that required our time and energy to unwind, digest and confront;
12. Game Playing. Your current request for a thirty-day extension to respond to my FOIA complaint is
unreasonable after the EDFOIA has been non-responsive to my FOIA requests for more than 70 days. A
further 30 day extension would leave us less than 30 days to deal with you in Court, to receive responsive
and examine documents from EDFOIA, and to adjust our FTCA complaints with new evidence for the
administrative process of our FTCA. EDFOIA’s lack of production to us and your extension of time may
unconscionably cost us millions of dollars of damage claims against the very entity requesting more time to
further harm us;
13. You did not identify the specific case number so I may verify the truth of your claim that you purportedly
start trial on Monday. You further have not indicated that you are the lead and only attorney on that case,
which is unlikely. Further, because I am unable to verify the truth of your claim, I cannot verify if your
case settles, making the extension moot; and
14. The response to my FOIA complaint will only require approximately four hours or less, since we both
know that the Department of Justice has standard responses and tactics for these cases. Thus thirty days is a
wholly inappropriate extension;
The White House and the Department of Justice are aware of the on-going cover up of fraud by the USDOE. The
USDOE's conduct makes the U.S. Attorney General Eric Holder and the very Department you represent look
foolish. Apparently, looking at images depicting child molestation is wrong according to U.S. Attorney General
Eric Holder, while he concurrently ignores the USDOE approval of Western's demand (with the agreement of ATS
and NWCCU) that earning an education and retaining 81 masters level units in divinity and theology can only be
done if the student (me) covers up a finger-banging penis pastor who exposed and inserted his penis beside a
underage girl's vagina, and I must further conceal Section 504 fraud, Western Seminary's lies and misrepresentations
to the government during federal investigations, FERPA violations, and other unlawfulness in order to earn my
education and degrees. The USDOE has invited public embarrassment for its acts, while it is the Department of
Justice in general and Eric Holder in particular who is inviting public distrust in the system for providing the legal
support.
The leadership wisdom of President Obama clearly noted the following: disclosures should be timely, presumption
of disclosure should be applied to all decisions involving FOIA, agencies should take affirmative steps to make
information public, agencies should adopt a presumption in favor of disclosure, and Government should not keep
information confidential merely because public officials might be embarrassed by disclosure, because errors and
failures might be revealed, or because of speculative or abstract fears. Nondisclosure should never be based on an
effort to protect the personal interests of Government officials at the expense of those they are supposed to serve.
HAD the USDOE listened to the wisdom of the President, it is reasonable to presume that I would not have had to
file this FOIA lawsuit and the public would not become aware of the depths of evil the USDOE will go to in order to
screw over a student who is a whistle blower fighting for his civil rights. All of this would have been resolved and I
would be with my wife and son if the USDOE had enforced and complied with the laws entrusted to them by
Congress in the Secretary's criteria for recognition, Title IV, and the revised HEA.
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Instead, I have lost everything now. I have lost my
house, my land and everything else. My wife has
divorced me because of the time, effort and cost all of
this has taken. She has informed me that I will not see
my two-and-a-half-year-old son until he is an adult. She
and her family are beyond pissed. My family is beyond
pissed. The USDOE, with ATS, NWCCU and Western
Seminary have destroyed every aspect of my life and
future. I will not live the government’s lies that are
being forced on me. I was not put on this earth to live
this lie. The USDOE made this personal and the
USDOE is forcing this to end in tragedy. Our nation has
a right to know what the Republican Margret Spellings
administration did and will do to favor special interest
groups against a student, a whistleblower and his family,
and the length they will go to screw anyone who stands
up against it.
You want time? Beg my wife to reconsider divorcing
me and to not withhold my son from me due to lawsuits
defending my inalienable right to life, liberty, and my
pursuit of happiness, and please call my little son and
explain why his government is withholding records that
demonstrate government fraud that harmed and
destroyed his family:
+4401733358431
Susan.Chapel@gmail.com
The continued failure of the USDOE to produce records as required under the FOIA will be seen unfavorably by the
public and the Court against the USDOE and other government officials who know that the USDOE is willfully
withholding records in order to cover up negligence of duty and malfeasance that damaged me and my family. The
failure of the USDOE to produce records is an undeniable fact. Several of the FOIA requests can never be
produced, because records that justify the USDOE, ATS, and NWCCU do not exist, which is an undeniable fact that
will be highly unfavorable against the USDOE. Those facts will be construed by the public, by the Court, and by
the media as a deliberate and willful cover up against the public welfare, since those willful acts to damage us
required forethought against my family and me—and against We the People;
Respectfully, I cannot agree to an additional thirty-day extension, and it is reasonable to conclude that no one in my
position would entertain it at this point. The USDOE provided Western Seminary full rein to screw me over and
Western did exactly that—contrary to state and federal laws, against accreditation standards, and against its own
Articles of Incorporation and against its school policies and it’s so called “religion.”
This tortuous period of my life needs to stop. The government needs to find some other American to screw over.
Respectfully submitted,
/s/
Randy Chapel
cc:

Carol Nye-Wilson, Dale Wilson
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